ModelingITesting Contamination
There are no models to predict the outgassing behavior of new materials. New materials are characterized empirically using: TML (total mass loss) VCM (volatile condensable material)
Laboratory tests are not complete because of the compounding effects of various environmental factors.
ination Predictions

ST8 Particle Contamination Estimates
Scaling: ST8 results will be scaled to future missions using particulate transport models
Atomic Oxygen Effects
Environmental Problem:
Atomic oxygen is formed in low earth orbit by the UV photolysis of molecular 
Atomic Oxygen Models and Lab Tests
Example: ST8 A 0 Predictions
*Scaling: ST8 results will be scaled to future missions using A 0 models. 
Particle Radiation Dose Effects
Environment Problem:
Extremely high fluxes of low energy electrons and protons will cause damage to polymers exposed to free
New Technology Problem:
Previous missions were less concerned with low energy radiation. New technologies with unshiedded sensitive thin polymer film surfaces are severely affected by low energy
*Testing Problem:
Laboratory testing well understood Coloration of commonly used white paint except for combined effects such as UV samples due to radiation exposure for and particle radiation.
10-years in space environment.
Total Dose Model and Lab Test Problems
NASA standard orbit dose is below currently proposed dose levels.
Electron fluxes show 20x discrepancy. Can't rely on currently available radiation models to predict dose in space because of:
Uncertainty in model predictions.
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Instantaneous variations.
Limited to mono-energetic particle
PARAMETER UNIT
Tests are highly accelerated using much higher dose rate than found in Solar Array: Solar cell output power.
Thermal: A 0 changes emissivity of thermal surfaces.
Scaling: ST8 results will be scaled to future missions using A 0 models. Daily total ionizing radiation dose behind a 2 5-mm (100-mil) thick aluminum shield.
Environment Problem:
Extremely high fluxes of low energy electrons and protons will cause damage to polymers exposed Io kee sjace.
New Technology Problem:
Previous missions were less concerned with low energy radiation. New technologies with unshieided sensitive thin polymer film surfaces are severely affected by low energy radiation.
-Testing Problem:
White Paint Degradation Example Laboratory testing well understood Coloration of commonly used white paint except for combined effects such as UV samples due to radiation exposure for and particle radiation.
10-years in space environment. Electron fluxes show 2Cx 0:iscrepancy. * Can't rely on currently available radiation models to predict dose in space because of:
Uncertainty in model predictions. * Instantaneous variations.
*Tests:
Limited to mono-energetic particle sources.
Tests are highly accelerated using much higher dose rate than found in space. 
